BUILDING BLOCKS OFJUJIT
DOES 1+ 1= INFINITY
learned skills) and include nerve attacks, pressure points, hits, strikes.
Simple and yet complex.
Two examples of this process are
shown here. The jujitsuka would start
out with a basic drop throw (teiotoshi, see Figure 1) and move into a
one-knee drop throw to counter resistance or make the throw more effective. The basic drop throw could also
be combined with a basic hand throw
(te nage).
The basic hand throw (te nage, see
Figure 2) could be changed to a wrist,
lock takedown which could then be
altered into an outside winding takedown. It might also be able to add a
shoulder- or elbow-strike takedown or
hair-grab come-along to the wristlock
takedown.
When techniques
are combined
there is always a chance the resulting
technique may be greater than the
sum of its parts. The basic drop throw
sequence (Figure 1) provides an excellent exarnple. A basic hand throw
is desiqned to apply pressure on the
wrist. so the attacker will -have a
"choice"
of either being thrown or
having his wrist snapped and be
There are two reasons why new
techniques
in- jujitsu are possible.
First, if the student has a good knowledge of the basic forms, it is quite
possible for him to discover new combinations in the process of experimenting_ Secondly, even though there
may be only 30 to 50 kata in the art,
the combinations
and variations are
endless. Over the years I've learned
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about 800 techniques, yet there are
still many more out there. Jujitsu is an
endless art. Basic jujitsu kat a are
designed to be integrated with one
another in a variety of ways; therefore,
it is possible to move from one basic
form into another. One can combine
basic forms to create different techniques. Lastly, one may add modifications to the basic moves (based upon

QUICK PULL AND STEP BACK
Starting with the confrontation (1), grab
(2) and control (3) of the basic hand
throw, rather than pulling the
attacker's wrist in front of him as in
the sequence above, the defender
steps back (4) on his right leg while be·
ginning the quick pull. As the defender
goes down (5) on one knee, the attacker is completely under control so
that the defenqer may secure (6) the
weapon.
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thrown. A body-drop throw is designed to throw the attacker by putting
him off-balance while leaning forward
and then tripping his leg out from
under him. By combining
the two
techniques it might appear there are
two areas used to execute the throw:
the opponent's
wrist and his right
lower leg.
Wrong. There are now three specific areas where pressure is appl ied
quickly and effectively to execute the
throw. In addition to the wrist and
lower-leg action, effective pressure is
also applied to the attacker's
right
elbow. How is this accomplished? Assuming
that you're executing
the
hand throw and the drop throw properly, your body will be in a position
where the attacker's elbow is braced
against your hip or upper right thigh.
As you snap your right leg to execute
the drop throw, while at the same
time pressing and turning his hand,
your body turns to your left thus applying pressure on the attacker's right
elbow (which has been locked into its
position
by a combination
of two
techniques). Not only can you snap
your opponent's wrist, you can also
dislocate his elbow in the process of
executing the throw. Damage done to
the attacker as he hits the ground is
not considered
here; additional
injuries could also take place on impact.
A further example (see Figure 3) is
the idea of using a technique, normally taught for one type of attack (in this
case a choke on the ground), and applying it to an entirely different type of
attack. Combinations
and variations
of the technique are shown at the

BASIC HAND THROW

The defender (author Kirby) is faced (1)
by the knife-wielding attacker (Kevin
Herte): As the attacker (2) lunges in
with the knife, the defender pivots and
grabs (3) the wrist. He then pivots back
(4) and adds his other hand to the grip_
The defender then pivots back again (5)
and starts turning the attacker's wrist.
Because of the unnatural direction in
which the attacker is forced, the
defender is able to (6) throw him and
gain (7) complete control.

sequence in Figure 3 is also
in that it illustrates another
ot the unique aspects of jujitsu.
imes there are certain techniques,
comblnatlons of techniques, which
cannot be completed even in practice
since injury is inevitable and unavoidable. If the cross-lapel arm bar was set
and the tori (defender) executed a
QUICK PULL AND WRISTLOCK
body winding throw (makikomi) on his
TAKE DOWN
Starting with the opening moves of the
uki (attacker), a dislocated elbow and
basic hand throw (1-3), the defender exserious throat/neck injury to the uki
ecutes (4) a wrist pull to disorient the
would be unavoidable. Another examattacker. He pivots 180 degrees (5) into
ple of such a situation would be a
the attacker and lifts one 'Ieg (6) tei
figure-4-shaped armbar (ude gurama
begin his drop. Falling to his behind (7),
he rolls back slightly (8) and gains
makikomi) combined with an outside
control.
sweeping winding
throw (harai
maikomi). This is a good reason for
exercising extreme caution when experimenting and why complete knowledge of the techniques is absolutely
necessary.
This concept can be applied to any
form or kata in jujitsu.
The figures illustrated are relatively simple; only two to three possible
steps were shown. It is quite possible
to extend the 'process several steps,
depending on the practitioner and his
knowledge of the art. A good working
moves for the sake of either creating
knowledge of kata and waza is renew combinations or refining ones alquired to progress to this level of the
ready learned. It is then also possible
art. With the knowledge and under,to perfect a personalized system of
standing of the forms and technlques
self-defense.
in jujitsu, the roads are many and
As the student deals with the comendless.
plexity of the art, he is also faced with
Accordingly, this is what makes jua storage/recall problem. My instrucjitsu such a simple and yet complex
~,1<2rw,ould demonstrate a technique,
art to learn: It is based upon the·'.
thenturn to me and say, "Did you get
knowledge of the basic kata, as well
that down, Georgie?" "Hail" I would
as their integration with the other
say. He knew what I was doing. He alelements that make up the art. This
ways advised the serious student to
comprises the basic foundation of the
write down techniques that were
art-the
primary knowledge from
taught because he realized that it was
which growth can take place.
impossible to remember them all.
But the art is also exceedlnqly
Those students of his who are still
complex. As one develops an undersuccessfuUy teaching are so because
standing of how and why the forms
they took his advice seriously.
and techniques work, one can proThe student can log each variation
gress to the stage of moving from one
or combination as a separate techtechnique into another or combining
nique, as I have done and still do, if it
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BASle HAND THROW WITH QUICK
PULL AND KNEECAP STRIKE TO FACE
This sequence is interesting in that the
defender has added two techniques in
the middle of the basic hand throw.
With the opening steps of the hand
throw (1·3), the defender executes a
wrist pull (4) to bring the attacker to a
crouch. He then strikes (5) with the
knee to the attacker's face and drops
(6) hi~ leg. He picks up the ending
moves of the basic hand throw with a
pivot (7), throw (8) and control (9).
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turns out to be effective. There is no
way to remember all of the variations;
therefore, an effective recording and
recall system must be developed (e.g.,
numbered index cards with key information on each technique). The other
extreme is to look at the art in its
simplicity, realizing that the combinations are endless. If the basic kata,
waza, and so forth are known, then
there may not be a need to have as
formal of a recording and recall system.
In reality a middle course is usually chosen. This allows the serious
practitioner to combine the assets of
both positions. A knowledge of the
techniques
creates a potential
for
growth. Recording viable techniques,
taught to you directly or developed
from your knowledge, estabishes a
means by which you can pass on your
knowledge. It also eventually means,
as you understand the simplicity of
the art, you can effectively deal with
its complexities.
These three items (simplicity, complexity and the mental storage aspect) make jujitsu a continuous learning experience. This is why jujitsu is
probably more difficult to master than

other martial
arts. In addition
to
perfecting
already
learned
basic
forms and techniques, there is the inherent challenge to modify and refine
techniques, without withdrawing from
the basic forms and techniques the
led to the refinement. Also there is an
eventual recognition, as illustrated in
the figures, that the accumulated
knowledge becomes geometric in pro-

"A serious student can
spend a whole life
mastering the art
and yet not have a
complete grasp."
portion (1,2,4,8,16,32 etc.) in jujitsu
rather than arithmetic (1,2,3,4,5, etc.)
as in most other martial arts. In jujitsu
the practitioner is always a student of
the art, reqardless of rank. There is
not a point at which the acquisition of
know/edge stops.
To be successful at any martial art
you must know it. Just to be able to
execute lightning fast moves does not
mean that you have mastered the art,

merely it means that you're well-coordinated. To know a martial art you
must have the patience to learn, sufficient practice and repetition to develop moves into automatic
reactions,
understanding
of what you're doing
as well as how and why it works, the
knowledge
to experiment,
and the
ability to objectively
evaluate your
growth within the art. This is a tall
order though it can be accomplished.
To know jujitsu is to open the door
to endless knowledge
and growth.
There is a concept in jujitsu called the
circle theory. The five steps (patience,
repetition, understanding, experimentation and evaluation) can form a continuous
circular
or spiral
motion
which never ends. Once the kata and
waza are learned and understood, the
road to growth is endless, dependent
only upon the five actions and the jujitsuka's desire to continue growing.
Jujitsu is as simple as it is complex.
The practitioner can either develop its
simplicity or complexity-or
both. A
successful student of jujitsu will learn
the art-not
just study it. He will
understand
it, and this goes far
beyond the physical aspects of the
art.
Continued
onpage112
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"I've tried many of the leading vitamins and food supplements but none of them compare with HONEY BEE
POLLENTM by M & M Pollen Co. It gives me the energy I
need and increases my recovery power after a hard workout. I highly recommend it for anyone, especially for those
in athletic competition."
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MikeHixon,Shorin-ryu

Instructor

Improve your performance as Mike and thousands of
others With HONEY BEE POLLEWM. Bee pollen is the only food substance which has all 22 elements which our
bodies need for good health. Bee pollen helped improve
the performance of athletes ih the Olympics, professional
and college sports.
Loose granules
150 capsules

TO ORDER: Send your name, address and check or money order payable to:

M & M DISTRIBUTING
P.o. Box 256, West Jefferson, Ohio 43162
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
AVAILABLE
Call area 614-276-2593 for more information or write M & M DISTRIBUTING.
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$14.95 BLITZ
$19.95 SIPO
Specifications: BLITZ 5)\,"
closed. 13%" open. 5\'2oz. S'IPO:
6" closed, 16}1" open, 10 oz.
TO ORDER, just send your
name. and address with check,
cash. or money order to: INCO
P.O. Box 3111 Dept. M
Burbank, CA. 91504 213842-4094 $14.95 ea. for Blitz.
$19.95 ea. for Sloo, plus $2.00
ea. for postage and handling

Dealer
Inquiries
Invited.

THE BELLY

AND
ITS POWER
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is geometric
and continuous.
A.
serious student can spend a 'Nhole
life mastering the art and yet not have
a complete grasp of every move or
technique. It's what you do with the
knowledge that counts. How do you
deal with the questions from students
when they ask what you're doing?
You deal with it positively. The explanation may be long but, if you're a
serious student of the art, it will be
adequate and explain the method of
your "madness."
"How many times do I have to do
this techinque?"
"Forever."
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As you Irain and develop, lollow this unique
melhod with Iralnlng aid to gain total finger
development.
Send now lor the fully illustrated STRONG
FINGERS©
program and necessary training
aid. (We pay postage.) Send $6.95 check or
Money Order. (III. Res. add6% tax) to:
LaCorCo, Inc., P.O. Box 481052, Chicago, IL
60648. Foreign Orders add $3.00, Canadian
Orders add $1.80.
©LaCorCo 1981 (3/6 weeks delivery)
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The first part of this article appeared
in last month's issue. For a more complete explanation of the art, including
circle theory and its practical, theoretical and philosophical
aspects, refer
to Jujitsu: Basic Techniques fo the
Gentle Art, by George Kirby, Ohara
Publications, tnc., 1983.
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